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Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB)Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB)
 CIB CIB excessexcess at  at near-infrarednear-infrared

•• Many direct measurements fromMany direct measurements from
space (COBE/DIRBE, IRTS,space (COBE/DIRBE, IRTS,
CIBER/LRS)CIBER/LRS)

•• Peak at ~1.6um?Peak at ~1.6um?
•• Lyman-Lyman-αα from z~12? or from z~12? or

foreground subtraction error?foreground subtraction error?

 Large scale fluctuation of CIBLarge scale fluctuation of CIB
•• Recent results from Spitzer andRecent results from Spitzer and

AKARIAKARI
•• ZodiacaZodiacall light light ( (zzodyody) is too smooth) is too smooth

to explain this fluctuationto explain this fluctuation
•• Fluctuation at the re-ionizationFluctuation at the re-ionization

era?era?
Matsumoto+(2010)



What is the origin of CIB?What is the origin of CIB?

 Clear peak at 1.Clear peak at 1.66um wasum was
detected with CIBERdetected with CIBER
(but it(but it’’s still preliminary)s still preliminary)

 CIB fluctuation cannot beCIB fluctuation cannot be
explained by theexplained by the
smoothness of smoothness of zodyzody and and
suggests high level of CIBsuggests high level of CIB
((PyoPyo+ 2010, Matsumoto+ 2010)+ 2010, Matsumoto+ 2010)

 ZodyZody intensity is several intensity is several
timestimes higher than CIB higher than CIB
and itand it’s’s difficult to difficult to
determine the absolutedetermine the absolute
brightness of brightness of zodyzody..

 Intergalactic absorptionIntergalactic absorption
of of TeVTeV  γγ-ray from blazers-ray from blazers
suggests low level ofsuggests low level of
CIB.      CIB.      ((AharonianAharonian+ 2006)+ 2006)

HHαα survey can settle this problem! survey can settle this problem!

LyLyαα from z~12? from z~12? ForegroundForeground error? error?



CIB spectrum in NIR and MIRCIB spectrum in NIR and MIR

Dwek+(2005)
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Suggestion for CIB science withSuggestion for CIB science with
SPiCASPiCA/MCS/MCS

 Spectroscopy at ~8.5um for search of CIB-Spectroscopy at ~8.5um for search of CIB-HHαα
with MCS-LRS-Swith MCS-LRS-S
•• HHαα appears at ~8.5um if the 1.6um peak in CIB is appears at ~8.5um if the 1.6um peak in CIB is

related to related to LymanLymanαα at z~12. at z~12.
•• Estimated signal is almost same as photon noise ofEstimated signal is almost same as photon noise of

zodyzody (600sec, 1 pointing, 1 (600sec, 1 pointing, 1σσ))

 Large area survey for search of CIB-Large area survey for search of CIB-HHαα
fluctuation at ~8.5um with MCS-WFC-Sfluctuation at ~8.5um with MCS-WFC-S
•• CoordinatedCoordinated observation with FPC-S observation with FPC-S
•• It can be also used for HAE and HAB survey at z=12It can be also used for HAE and HAB survey at z=12
•• Large area survey (>100 arcmin2) with a narrow-Large area survey (>100 arcmin2) with a narrow-

band filter (R>20) is suggested.band filter (R>20) is suggested.



 Detection limit of MCS-LRS (600sec, 1Detection limit of MCS-LRS (600sec, 1σσ))
•• 7.37.3uJyuJy @7.5um @7.5um　　((fact sheetfact sheet))  　　→→　　~4~4nW/m2/srnW/m2/sr

 Estimated brightness Estimated brightness ((ννIIνν＠＠88µµmm))

•• ZodyZody       3000 nW/m2/sr       3000 nW/m2/sr
•• CIB CIB HHαα      ~5 nW/m2/sr        ~5 nW/m2/sr  ((~1/10 of Ly-~1/10 of Ly-αα Dwek+(2005) Dwek+(2005)))

•• GalacticGalactic      ~2 nW/m2/sr  + PAH      ~2 nW/m2/sr  + PAH

 Estimated photon number Estimated photon number (600sec, R~50)(600sec, R~50)

•• ZodyZody       7       7××10   10   →→　　Photon noise = 800Photon noise = 800
•• CIB CIB HHαα   1100   1100

                            S/N~1 atS/N~1 at 1 pointing for 600 sec ! 1 pointing for 600 sec !

Can Can HHαα be detected with  be detected with SPiCASPiCA??

５



Strategy for CIB spectroscopyStrategy for CIB spectroscopy
 Different Ecliptic/Galactic latitude is required forDifferent Ecliptic/Galactic latitude is required for

foreground separationforeground separation
•• Determination accuracy of 0.1% is required for Determination accuracy of 0.1% is required for zodyzody spectrum spectrum

　　  →→  Ｅｃｌｉｐｔｉｃ　ｌａｔｉｔｕｄｅ　ｄｅｐｅｎｄａｎｃｅＥｃｌｉｐｔｉｃ　ｌａｔｉｔｕｄｅ　ｄｅｐｅｎｄａｎｃｅ of  of zodyzody

•• Galactic PAH also appears at ~8umGalactic PAH also appears at ~8um
　　→→ PAH intensity can be estimated from the other bands PAH intensity can be estimated from the other bands

    →→  ＰＡＨＰＡＨ intensity is correlated to 100um intensity intensity is correlated to 100um intensity

    →→ observation at low cirrus region (cf.  observation at low cirrus region (cf. LockmanLockman hole) hole)

•• HHββ also appears at 6um (~1/3 of  also appears at 6um (~1/3 of HHαα) but PAH is also there too) but PAH is also there too

    >3 region are required for foreground separation>3 region are required for foreground separation
(high-(high-ββ & &　　lowlow cirrus region,  low- cirrus region,  low-ββ for  for zodyzody,  low-,  low-bb for Galactic) for Galactic)

 Collaboration with Collaboration with NIR spectroscopy with FPC-S LVFNIR spectroscopy with FPC-S LVF
filterfilter
•• CoordinatedCoordinated observation observation and direct comparison and direct comparison



Foreground Galactic diffuse spectrumForeground Galactic diffuse spectrum
Kaneda+(2009)

Tsumura+ in prep.

 PAHPAH appears at almost appears at almost
same wavelength as same wavelength as HHαα
and and HHββ

 We can estimate 8umWe can estimate 8um
PAH intensity fromPAH intensity from
other PAH bands.other PAH bands.

 Correlation betweenCorrelation between
PAH intensity andPAH intensity and
100um intensity100um intensity

 AKARIAKARI confirmed this confirmed this
correlation even at highcorrelation even at high
Galactic latitudeGalactic latitude
(Tsumura+ in prep.)(Tsumura+ in prep.)
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 Large sLarge slit for diffuse spectroscopylit for diffuse spectroscopy
•• JWST/MIRI:  0.6JWST/MIRI:  0.6””××55””

(3uJy at 10(3uJy at 10σσ, 10000sec, 7.5um), 10000sec, 7.5um)

•• SPiCA/MCS-LRS:SPiCA/MCS-LRS:1.41.4””××2.52.5’’
(7.3uJy at 1(7.3uJy at 1σσ, 600sec, 7.5um), 600sec, 7.5um)

Advantage to JWSTAdvantage to JWST

 No ContaminationNo Contamination from from
imaging regionimaging region
•• Different mode between imagingDifferent mode between imaging

and spectroscopy with MCSand spectroscopy with MCS
•• Lesson from diffuse spectroscopyLesson from diffuse spectroscopy

with AKARI/IRCwith AKARI/IRC
•• JWST has both imaging andJWST has both imaging and

spectroscopy region on the samespectroscopy region on the same
arrayarray



Wide field survey for CIB-Wide field survey for CIB-HHαα
fluctuation with MCS-WFCfluctuation with MCS-WFC

 Wide field survey (>100 arcmin^2)Wide field survey (>100 arcmin^2)
•• CIB fluctuation peak at ~15arcminCIB fluctuation peak at ~15arcmin
•• 15arcmin ~ 5Mpc at z~1215arcmin ~ 5Mpc at z~12
•• Galactic cluster size ~5MpcGalactic cluster size ~5Mpc

 Filter SuggestionFilter Suggestion
•• R=20 ~ R=20 ~ ΔΔzz=0.5 ~ d=500Mpc=0.5 ~ d=500Mpc
     (Same R with FPC-S)     (Same R with FPC-S)
•• R=100 ~ d=100Mpc  R=100 ~ d=100Mpc  ーー＞　＞　>2deg^2 survey>2deg^2 survey
•• It also can be used for HAE/HAB survey at z~12It also can be used for HAE/HAB survey at z~12

 CoordinatedCoordinated survey with survey with  FPC-SFPC-S
•• Correlation search between Ly-Correlation search between Ly-αα and  and HHαα  fluctuationfluctuation in CIB in CIB

 Large Large FOVFOV is great advantage to JWST! is great advantage to JWST!
•• MCS-WFC: 5MCS-WFC: 5×5×5  arcminarcmin^2^2
•• JWST-MIRI: 1.3×JWST-MIRI: 1.3×1.7 1.7 arcminarcmin^2^2

Matsumoto+(2010)



Synergy from Coordinated surveySynergy from Coordinated survey
 Large area surveyLarge area survey

(For example: 2(For example: 2×2 deg×2 deg))

 FPC-SFPC-S and MCS can be and MCS can be
operated at the same time!operated at the same time!

 ( (Modification of the filterModification of the filter
wheel position is requiredwheel position is required))

Survey direction

 Spectroscopy andSpectroscopy and
narrow-band narrow-band imagingsimagings
  FPC-S:FPC-S:
    spec:     spec: LVF-LVF-２２(1.4-2.8um)(1.4-2.8um)

    imaging:      imaging:  zz,, H, K H, K
  MCSMCS：：

spec: LRS-S (5-26um)spec: LRS-S (5-26um)
Imaging:7um  (for PAH)Imaging:7um  (for PAH)
                            8.5um (R=20)8.5um (R=20)
              9um  (for              9um  (for

Silicate)Silicate)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 and/ and/oror
                          　　8.5um (R=20)8.5um (R=20)
                          　　8um8um (R= (R=５５))
Yellow: new suggested filterYellow: new suggested filter



SummarySummary
 MCS-LRS-S is strongly required for our study!MCS-LRS-S is strongly required for our study!

•• HHαα in CIB appears at ~8.5um if 1.5um peak is in CIB appears at ~8.5um if 1.5um peak is
related to Lyman-related to Lyman-αα at z~12 at z~12

•• SPiCASPiCA MCS-LRS-S can compete against JWST for MCS-LRS-S can compete against JWST for
diffuse spectroscopydiffuse spectroscopy

 Modification of filter wheel position is alsoModification of filter wheel position is also
required!required!
•• Coordinated large-area survey with MCS and FPC-SCoordinated large-area survey with MCS and FPC-S

 A new filter is suggested (A new filter is suggested (8.5um, R~208.5um, R~20))
•• Fluctuation analysis for CIB-Fluctuation analysis for CIB-HHαα


